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It's the end of an endless summer, and Yotsuba is out to make the most of it. First, she'll go toe-to-toe with a
cardboard robot, then help out the neighbors by eating their grapes and spearheading an impromptu trip to
the beach. But when her ice cream is stolen by Yanda, Koiwai's understudy, Yotsuba may have to admit
she's finally met her match!
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From Reader Review Yotsuba&!, Vol. 5 for online ebook

Carrie says

This was a good collection. Yotsuba meets a robot named Cardbo, she helps out with chores around the
house (watching laundry is fascinating,) and she meets her father's good-for-nothing friend Yanda, who just
shows up, eats their instant ramen and tries to steal Yotsuba's ice cream. Yotsuba is not impressed.

They go stargazing with Jumbo. While in the dark park, Yotsuba shines a flashlight in her eyes, blinds
herself, and then runs away into a garbage can. (I laughed for at least ten minutes.)

My favorite is when they run errands in the rain, and Yotsuba informs her father that certain puddles are
better for stomping in than others, and then horrifies him with her behavior at the video rental store.

And then they take the train to the beach.

Vanessa says

Yotsuba&! mangas never fail to cheer me up. The main message of any of the little stories within them is
that it's important to enjoy life, even the little things (which is definitely something I forget on occasion).
Yotsuba is an excitable child who expresses joy and wonder at everything she comes across, and the stories
in this volume were at times sweet and at other times hilarious. I love her facial expressions as they never fail
to make me smile.
I can't wait to pick up the next volume soon, excellent stress-relief!

Artemy says

Yotsuba keeps being absolutely delightful!

Samantha wickedshizuku Tolleson says

I wad really amused by the character Yasuda. He reminded me of an uncle who gets their kicks out of
pestering the $h!t out of their nieces and nephews. I loved him!

Sarah ~Sehrenity~ says

This volume features the best scene ever... a bored-by-days-of-rain Yotsuba creating an army of ghost
creatures while Daddy isn't looking. All. Staring. At. Him. "Geez!! That's creepy!!" doesn't begin to describe
how funny these two pages are. Awesome.



MissAnnThrope says

[

(hide spoiler)]

Sarah Hayes says

Originally posted here at Anime Radius.

Tsuku-tsuku boshi! It's the end of summer - and spring is right around the corner! Oh, it's not? It's fall that's
up next? Okay! As the fifth volume of Yotsuba&! opens, the summer season is drawing to a close. That can
only mean one thing: try to fit in as many sunny summer day activities into one book as possible before
autumn! This includes everything from ice cream cones to airing out futons in the sun to even the ubiquitous
trip to the beach (one that is surprisingly lacking in fanservice, although that's probably due to the fact that
Yotsuba is the focus of the series and not the neighbor girls). In usual Yotsuba fashion, she approaches each
event with wide eyes, eager to explore what is new and fascinating. Her energy is infectious, and it's hard not
to be drawn time after time into her daily adventures. That is the power of Yotsuba&!: the power to make us
look at life with different, younger eyes and enjoy everything.

For the first four volumes, the Yotsuba&! series has maintained a stable core cast of characters. There's
Yotsuba and her father, their odd friend Jumbo, and the Ayase family next door. The main action of the
series has always centered around Yotsuba's interactions with these people, and it has worked tremendously
in its favor, giving the series an intimate oddball family feel. In the fifth volume, a brand new character is
introduced - Yanda, Koiwai's understudy - and presents a new element into the series' cast. He had been
briefly mentioned in throwaway lines earlier in the series, but with this volume we finally meet the infamous
Yanda, and he is just as lazy and slacker-like as Jumbo said he was. Despite being in only one chapter,
Yanda's introduction has a sizeable effect on young Yotsuba's life - in short, a challenger approaches! He is
arrogant and bratty and the showdown between him and Yotsuba is hilarious. Somehow, manga-ka Azuma
has done the impossible: introduced a new character that actually fits into the overall feel of the series and is
not intrusive. In fact, I look forward to seeing Yanda show up later on in the series to do battle with Yotsuba
once more.

Whether she's at the beach or just out in the rain, Yotsuba never fails to bring a smile to readers' faces - and
the fifth book of her youthful tales does not disappoint in doing so again. It continues to be a wickedly funny
manga, a ray of sunshine captured in the pages of a graphic novel; this is one series that every manga fan
should be reading, full stop. If you love to laugh and if you are a child at heart, Yotsuba&! was made for
you.

Jhosy Lephor says

When I think that Yotsuba can't get more cute...



loved it...This precious child make me laugh so many times

Becky says

Cute and funny as usually. We laughed a lot at the chapter with Yanda (?) and the robot at the beginning was
pretty cute too.

Caleb says

This series is the best thing ever. EVER.

mekkaouii_ says

So good ^v^

Kentaro says

The "DAMBO" is finally appeared in Yotuba&! I have many merchandise of DAMBO. Also this volume
includes the story of sea. This volume is so summery.

Crystal says

Loved this one, especially the beach, the robot ("don't crush Yotsuba's dreams!"), and Yotsuba's fury towards
the visitor who eats her ice cream. Girl, I understand.

Dani (??) says

This Manga is just so great and cute and hilarious. I love it so much ♥

Samantha says

Another great addition to the series. I only own the first five, or I would pick up the next one. However, I did
request my local library to buy them, so maybe I'll be able to read the rest in a few weeks.


